
Terms and Conditions 

buzz online advertising 

For further information go to www.buzzmag.co.uk or contact:

Emma Clark              advertising@buzzmag.co.uk           02920 226767

 Banner 
 Advertisement 

 160px x 600px 

 £150 pcm 

You can now advertise online with Buzz Magazine. 
Every month thousands of people visit the Buzz 
website, with over 20,000 average monthly hits. 

With lots of options to choose from, buzzmag.co.uk is 
the perfect place to advertise your business. 

Box Advertisement:- Homepage or Navigation Page. £150 pcm.

Be featured on the Buzz Homepage! Advertisement appears beside 
reviews section, under main picture block.

We can also place box advertisements on the main navigation page. 

Small Banner Advertisement:-  Homepage. £50 pcm

Each small banner advertisement appears on the lower right hand side 
of the main page. 

Banner Advertisement:-  Navigation Page. £150 pcm

Each banner advertisement appears on the right hand side of each 
main navigation page. 

Footer Advertisement:-  
Homepage and Nativgation Page. £150 pcm

Each footer advertisement appears at the bottom of the Buzz 
homepage and each main navigation page. 

 Box Advertisement 

 300px x 250px 

 £150 pcm

 Small Banner Advertisement 468px  x 60 px
 £50 pcm 

 Footer Advertisment 
 300px x 100px 
 £100 pcm 

All advertising images are to be supplied by the advertiser, 
unless otherwise agreed with Buzz Magazine. Images can 
be supplied as either a JPEG or GIF image. Advertisements 
are subject to payment prior to being hosted on the Buzz 
Magazine Website.

 Discounts Available For Series Bookings. 
 3 Months - 10%     6 Months - 15%      12 Months - 25%   



 homepage ads 

 navigation ads  

 footer ads

 buzz online ads reference page

Box advertisement as seen on the Buzz 
homepage.

Small banner advertisement as seen on the Buzz 
homepage 

Three footer advertisements as seen on the Buzz 
homepage 

Three footer advertisements as seen on the Buzz 
navigation page. 

Box advertisement (top) on one of the Buzz 
navigation page 

Buzz banner and box advertisement (bottom) on 
one of the navigation page 

Buzz ads feature in two locations on the Buzz website. The homepage, and navigation pages. The homepage is 
the first page any user lands on when visiting the site, navigation pages are pages like ‘reviews’ accessed by the 
top bar. 


